
Trade          here for here

Kinetic emporium

sell wind direction

Cumulonimbus

by eye
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Lie back

to become patient

a history of information                                             A portrait
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Spin

in the flying city 

firefly carrier

of pandemic 

skirting the world as 

the business of the day below the night withers the day

As the year continues                           the daily life of incompletion

the dangerous life of

true north
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Brief History of the Sky,continued

Go fishing in the sky and you will find many methods and tools. Any, every sky,
used to be suspended by shout. “Praise to the skies”— the sky inhaled up, then
named for breath become divine. Listen to the methods of the sky, tracking 
thought so close on its tail, shadowing the animal so that it is seen and feels itself
discovered around each bend but not catchable not even a goal. The only point 
to strip away the bark get close to the quiet wake that covers one and the next 
as all prepositions drop out revealing what was once said. Those that remain in 
repose but overshadowed by examples of overshadowing: what is more verbose
than a subject and predicate and yet they pare it down as if an x-ray could walk 
and talk: punctuation — the constellations served up.

Each tale cracked the code but showed us that grammar itself could not be broken

Now they crack the code but show us that the sky itself is broken and remade daily

As constellations dim or lose their names, Doctors of air tra·c control invite 
us to revisit the many moons of method. Each moon marks a time of day, night,
country or century. According to the moon, they say. In accord with the moon,
some say. The many hungry moons, is said.
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two brothers went
to dress security up

omni directional

tail wind

auto land

Blind city

seeing sky above

Spoilers so
the dominoes start falling

knots, miles, kilometers, -the quibla  

shortest measure to Mecca-

tryst at latitude’s longitude 

let us meet 

at      “fixes”
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waypoints-in-space

SCROD

BOSOX

five letter monikers                         outfield’s reason 

five letter monikers                          exit up

naked eye
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